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DISCLAIMER
This presentation may contain certain forward-looking statements with respect to certain of Old Mutual plc’s plans and its current
goals and expectations relating to its future financial condition, structure, performance and results. It should be read in conjunction
with the RNS announcement published today in respect of this presentation.
By their nature, all forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to future events and circumstances
which are beyond Old Mutual plc’s control including amongst other things, international and global economic and business
conditions, market related risks such as fluctuations in interest rates and exchange rates, the policies and actions of regulatory
authorities, the impact of competition, inflation, deflation, the timing and impact of other uncertainties of future acquisitions or
combinations within relevant industries, as well as the impact of tax and other legislation and other regulations in the jurisdictions in
which Old Mutual plc and its affiliates operate. As a result, Old Mutual plc’s actual future financial condition, performance and
results may differ materially from the plans, goals and expectations set forth in Old Mutual plc’s forward looking statements.
Where this presentation makes reference to the proposed future structure of the group through the previously announced plans for a
managed separation of the group, your attention is specifically drawn to the fact that such a separation is highly complex and
subject to change as a result of factors such a stakeholder consent, regulatory conditions and / or the readiness of the underlying
businesses. Old Mutual plc is taking appropriate legal and financial advice and there can be no certainty as to the nature of the
final outcome.
Old Mutual plc undertakes no obligation to update the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation or any other
forward-looking statements it may make.
Nothing in this presentation shall constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities.
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INTRODUCTION
OMW overview
Our markets and model
Positioning the business for growth
Summary
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WHAT IS WEALTH MANAGEMENT?

Better
Customer
Outcomes
and
Experience
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OLD MUTUAL WEALTH
OUR VISION

OUR PURPOSE

TO BE THE LEADING WEALTH MANAGER IN THE
UK MARKET

TO HELP CREATE PROSPERITY FOR THE
GENERATIONS OF TODAY AND TOMORROW

OUR STRATEGY
• WE ARE A UNIQUE ADVICE, SAVINGS AND WEALTH MANAGER
• WE BLEND OUR PEER-LEADING CAPABILITIES TO BUILD SOLUTIONS THAT DELIVER BETTER
CUSTOMER OUTCOMES.

OUR CORE BELIEFS
WE BELIEVE IN: BETTER CHOICE; FINANCIAL ADVICE; TALENT-BASED CONVICTION INVESTING;
AND MODERN SIMPLE AND TRANSPARENT PRODUCTS THAT ARE EASILY ACCESSIBLE
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WE HELP CUSTOMERS BUILD WEALTH
OMW supports customers through the creation of wealth by:
Providing financial
advice to develop
a financial plan


Intrinsic

Providing suitable
products, wrappers
and investment
solutions (including
cross-border where
required)

Heritage

Wealth Solutions

Managing money
in line with
customers’ risk
appetites to deliver
desired outcomes



UK & International
Platforms


OMGI

Providing excellent
service to
customers and
regular reviews
through their life
stages



Quilter Cheviot

Wealth & Asset Management

Integrated, multi-channel model to deliver across all areas of wealth creation
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OMW HAS SUCCESSFULLY EVOLVED SINCE 2012…

Continuing to drive growth & operational integration
Closing FuM1 (£bn)

61% increase

69
2012

79

83

2013

2014

2012:
Low profit platform and closed “life” book

2015:
UK focused Wealth business

104

111

2015

2016 H1

2016+:
Drive value of multi-channel model

• Sub-scale, low profitability platform

• UK focused multi-channel Wealth business

• Integrate business functions

• No owned distribution

• Leading retail asset manager OMGI

• Drive efficiency and operational leverage

• Leading distribution through Intrinsic

• Complete technology transformation

• No discretionary management
• Sub-scale asset management pre 2012
• Eight subscale European businesses

• Acquired leading DFM Quilter Cheviot (FUM: £17bn)

• Grow multi-channel distribution

• Investing in core Platform technology

• Deliver good customer outcomes

• Sold European operations

• Continue to attract top talent

We’ve laid the foundation to target future growth

1

Includes all businesses as reported at the time.
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THERE IS GROWING DEMAND FOR MODERN
WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Banks withdrawal from
advice
Increasingly complex
environment

Reducing supply

c. 12%3 reduction in financial
advisers offering professional
advice

Creating a gap in
the £3trn2 UK
wealth market for
provision of
modern wealth
management

Old style insurance products
no longer prevalent

1
2
3

The Credit Suisse Global Wealth Report, 2015. UK ranked fourth by total wealth
Bain & Company
APFA: The Financial Adviser Market in Numbers, March 2016, decrease in number of staff advising, 2009 to 2015

High / increasing demand

UK is the world’s 4th largest Wealth market1
Largest savings gap in
Western Europe
Changing pensions
landscape & regulation
Shifting demographics –
ageing population, intergenerational wealth transfer
Digital solutions demanded
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SIGNIFICANT ASSET GROWTH ACROSS
WEALTH MARKETS

Wealth Solutions

Wealth & Asset
Management

Business
Asset
Management

Structural Growth Trends
• Growth in multi-asset

Net Sales1
(£bn)

Asset Management Market
35.4
25.4

Wealth
Management

• Need for advice and planning – search
for true money managers

Platform

• Regulatory changes driving assets onto
platforms
• Consolidation of client assets

2011

FuM2
(£bn)

2015

Adviser Platform Market
377.7
176.4

International

• Globalisation of client base
FY 2011

H1 2016

Growth in wealth assets against backdrop of shifting demographics, increased complexity and falling number of advisers

1
2

Source: Pridham & Pridham Ltd (The Pridham Report, Q4 issue, Feb 2016), Pridham & Pridham Ltd (The Pridham Report, Q4 issue, Feb 2012); total
based on calculated sum of top 20 companies (i.e. total not stated by Pridham & Pridham Ltd); includes institutional, retail, on- and offshore
Source: Platforum (UK Adviser Platform Guide, September 2016), Platforum (UK Adviser Platform Guide, February 2012)
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WE ARE TARGETING ATTRACTIVE SEGMENTS
Market1

Customer Segments

OMW Customer Base

OMW focus:
84% of UK Wealth

% of FuM

~29% of UK wealth
~1% of UK population

55% of UK wealth
~27% of UK population

16% of UK wealth
~72% of UK population

HNW >£1m
Investable
Assets

21%

Affluent £100k-£1m
Investable Assets

54%

Mass Affluent
£50K-£100k Investable Assets

14%

Mass Market
£0-£50k Investable Assets

11%

Aligned propositions to service target customer segments

1 Source: Verdict Financials
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WEALTH AND ASSET MANAGEMENT
Business Overview / Core Capabilities
Asset Management

£27bn

Wealth Management

Key Metrics1
£19bn

• Leading, retail focussed
asset manager

• Discretionary wealth management
(92% of FuM)

• Manages funds in major
asset classes

• Long term customer relationships

• Develops outcome oriented
solutions for retail customers (e.g.
Cirilium)

• Very low attrition
• Multi-channel access to
asset flows

£46bn

83

£4.5bn

161

Closing FuM (H1 16)

NCCF (FY15)

No. of QC IMs

74%2

OMGI fund outperformance (Aug 16)

• Modern and simple proposition

•

One of the largest, most experienced investment capabilities
in the UK

(FY15)

10 years

Average QC IM tenure

FuM1 (£bn)

• Highly experienced management

•

No. of OMGI Invest. Professionals (Aug16)

NCCF

0.7

2.5

NCCF as %
of opening
FuM

4.5

5%

16%

12%3

£16.0bn

£21.0bn

2013

2014

Strong integration between wealth and asset management and
wealth solutions

1 Includes intragroup FuM / NCCF
2 Above target over last 3 years as at 31 August 2016
3 Calculated using NCCF 2015 and opening FuM of segment (pro-forma opening FUM for Quilter Cheviot of £16.7bn)

2.0

£42.5bn

£46.0bn

2015

H1 2016
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WEALTH SOLUTIONS
Business Overview / Core Capabilities
Financial Planning and Advice

UK Platform

• Provides financial planning and
restricted advice via Intrinsic in the
UK

• Leading UK adviser platform

• Growing private client advisory
business

• Enabler to OMW’s multi-channel
distribution strategy

• 25 years of experience

• 9,000+ active IFA supporters

International

Heritage

• Serves HNW, affluent expatriates
and local investors

• Unit-linked book of business,
majority of which is closed to new
business

• Strong regional presence in Asia,
Middle East, LatAM, South Africa

Key Metrics1

£69bn

Closing FuM (H1 16)

Strong and diversified distribution capabilities provide multiple
access routes to the market

1 Includes intragroup FuM / NCCF and excludes divested business and Italy
2 Excluding Intrinsic

Customers (FY15)

7%

1,318

NCCF / FuM (FY15, excl. Heritage)

Restricted advisers (H1 16)

9,000+

FAs on Platform (FY15)
NCCF as % of
opening FuM
(excl.
Heritage)

FuM1 (£bn)
7%

£58.1bn

•

c.750k2

2013

5%
£61.9bn

2014

7%
£65.4bn

2015

£68.5bn

H1 2016
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THESE PARTS COME TOGETHER IN OUR MULTICHANNEL, INTEGRATED MODEL
Distribution Portals:
• Owned
• Third Party

Multi-Channel

Distribution Portals:
• Owned
• Third Party
• Direct

Wealth Solutions

Wealth & Asset
Management

FuM1
(Administered)
£69bn

FuM1
(Managed)
£46bn

x Revenue
Margin

Integration
Fee Based Revenues
Plus: Performance Fees & Other Revenues
Less: Costs

x Revenue
Margin

Highlights
Multi-Channel
•

Flexibility for customers

•

Flow captured via owned, third party or
direct distribution

Integration
•

Differentiated model versus monoline players

•

Manage increasing proportion of customer
assets

Operating Leverage
•

Scale benefits and efficiency to drive
operating margin
Benefits for advisers, customers and shareholders

OMW’s multi-channel business and integrated strategy seeks to drive strong net customer flows and financial performance

1 Includes intragroup FuM
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DRIVING VALUE OF MULTI-CHANNEL MODEL
Driving efficiency and integration of our multi-channel model through:
• Further development and integration of our customer and adviser propositions aligned to our beliefs
• Simplification of business and operating model to target strong revenue and sustainable cost-income ratio
• Ensure appropriate cost base
• Deliver technology transformation
• Continued driving of growth and strengthening competitive advantage

Readiness for separation and listing:
• Investment in capabilities
• Building our governance structures
• Working collaboratively with regulator in relation to our closed book investigation
• Sale of Italy
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THE ROLE OF THE PLATFORM

We have a unique business model which offers customers choice across an end-to-end
Wealth Management offering
Wealth Solutions

Financial
Advice

Wealth & Asset Management

Platforms

Discretionary
Wealth
Management

Asset
Management

An outstanding UK platform offering:
• Defaqto Gold rating for platform service
• Adviser Asset platinum platform rating
• Contributed c.44% of Old Mutual Wealth H1 2016 NCCF

• The UK Platform provides a “gateway” to OMGI’s asset management capability
• Scalability and operating leverage is important for a platform business to succeed
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RATIONALE FOR PLATFORM TRANSFORMATION
WE EXPECT GROWTH IN THE PLATFORM MARKET
Support for existing software
and operating system ends
2020
Increasing ongoing
development and
maintenance costs
System product capability is
limited

Other
£152bn

OMW
£37bn

Expected overall platform
market in 10 years:
Adviser
platform
£378bn

> £1 trillion

Total platform market: £530bn1
A future-ready digital wealth platform is important to our integrated
multi-channel wealth management strategy and delivering future growth

1

Source: The Platforum’s UK Adviser Platform Guide, Q2 2016 and The Platforum’s UK D2C Guide, Direct Platform Update, July 2016
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NEW WEALTH PLATFORM

IFDS will take on back-office client administration

Partners
DST responsible for platform development work
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NEW WEALTH PLATFORM
Back-end (“Bluedoor”)

Status

• Workflow

• Majority of coding done

• Client administration

• Components tested

• Product rules

• Links being tested

• Regulatory requirements
• Verification links (e.g. bank accounts)
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NEW WEALTH PLATFORM
Back-end (“Bluedoor”)

Status

• Workflow

• Majority of coding done

• Client administration

• Components tested

• Product rules

• Links being tested

• Regulatory requirements
• Verification links (e.g. bank accounts)
Front-end (“Opendoor”)

Status

• Client Portal

• Majority of specifications done

• Adviser Portal

• Coding commenced

• Customer contact Centre
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NEW WEALTH PLATFORM
Back-end (“Bluedoor”)
• Workflow
• Client administration
• Product rules
• Regulatory requirements
• Verification links (e.g. bank accounts)

Integration testing being planned
Front-end (“Opendoor”)
• Client Portal
• Adviser Portal
• Customer contact Centre
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NEW WEALTH PLATFORM
Back-end (“Bluedoor”)

Future Plans:

• Workflow

• Business processes will be outsourced to
IFDS

• Client administration
• Product rules

• Coding will be done by DST

• Regulatory requirements
• Verification links (e.g. bank accounts)
Front-end (“Opendoor”)
• Client Portal
• Adviser Portal
• Customer contact Centre
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NEW WEALTH PLATFORM
Back-end (“Bluedoor”)

Future Plans:

• Workflow

• Business processes will be outsourced to
IFDS

• Client administration
• Product rules

• Coding will be done by DST

• Regulatory requirements
• Verification links (e.g. bank accounts)
Front-end (“Opendoor”)

Future Plans:

• Client Portal

• Business processes will be retained in-house
as these are our differentiator

• Adviser Portal
• Customer contact Centre

• Coding will be done by DST
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WHAT HAS CHANGED?
We’ve reshaped the Programme
Accenture enhancing
Programme Management
Heritage Paused
Wealth Solution Focus
4-Phase Migration Approach
Enhanced Risk & Oversight,
Independent Assurance

Delivery

 Enhances and strengthens capabilities of the
Programme delivery team
 Ensures we focus our resources on the
Wealth build
 Focused resource on delivering what we have on
the Platform today with additional features, while
maintaining high service levels
 Expected completion by end of 2018 for the
Platform implementation
 Significantly higher confidence that the
Programme is currently running to the new plan
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PLATFORM FINANCIALS
Financials
 Spend to end June 2016: £225m, including £110m spent on Heritage
 Expected future spend: £200m - £225m
 Positive net present value of total investment
 Current expected payback period is 8 years compared to remaining on current systems
Operational savings and enablement of scalable growth
 The modern platform is expected to retain advisers, attract additional business and deliver
capacity to drive scale
 Conservative additional new business growth is assumed in our business case
 Greater operating leverage
 Cost efficient future development spend
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PLATFORM TRANSFORMATION – SUMMARY
• Significant progress is being made
• Increased oversight and independent assurance gives significantly higher
confidence in delivery
• The UK Platform transformation develops Old Mutual Wealth as an end to end
wealth management business
• Delivery aimed at improving the client experience, the adviser experience and
generating operating leverage
Clients, advisers & the business will benefit from the Platform Transformation – we believe it will solidify our
competitive advantage and drive value in the long-run
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FUTURE PROSPECTS
Areas of Focus
Grow multi-channel
distribution

Initiatives Underway / Key Priorities
 Further develop quality of advice and ease of access for customers
 Continue to grow number and productivity of advisers

Deliver customer outcomes
through conviction-based
investing and solutions

 Grow Cirilium and Wealth Select, and other multi-asset solutions
for UK and International markets
 Develop talent-based conviction investing capabilities

Leverage scale benefits and
drive efficiencies

 Demonstrate benefits of modern technology base
 Manage cost base
 Optimise synergies across operating model

Drive financial returns
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SUMMARY
Leading positions in large and growing markets
Modern proposition delivering on customer needs
Unique and differentiated business model
Highly experienced management team
Differentiated approach to deliver shareholder value
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